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Introduction 
It was proved in [O. Corollary 131 thp’ if f,g are polynomial automorphisms of 
C’ which coincide on two intersecting complex lines. then f= g. Question 17 in 
[6] is: “Is the corresponding statement of Corollary 13 true in the higher- 
dimensional case?“. 
The first part of our note contains a general answer to this question. We will 
prove the following: 
Theorem 1. Zf H,, . . . . H,, m-e hypersurfaces in general posiriotr itr k” (where k is 
an nlgebraically closed field) ad f. g are polyttotnial rrrrrornorphistns of k” rr#lich 
coitlcide otz uy,, Hi. rhetl J = g. 
In the second part of our note we give a simple example of a smooth irreducible 
hypersurface of degree II which is an identity set for polynomial automorphisms of 
k” but which has not the property of extension of regular embeddings in k” (see 
PI). 
1. Main result 
We will start with the following prop?osition: 
Proposition 2. Let char k = 0 and let $,, . . , 4,, E k[s,. . . . . s,,] be po!\‘tw’inls. 
The fo!lowing conditions we equivalent: 
(1) rherc mists FEk[x,,. . . ,x,,j such that FZO and F(4 ,..... 4,,)=0. 
* This paper was written in 19x7 as a fagmat of the author’s Ph.D. Disscrtntion. 





det [a+,/&,] = 0. 
dim $(k”) < tr. (b = (6,. . . . . cb,,). 
if u E k” ami S is a not;empty componerrr of C$ ‘(a), the11 dim S 2 1. 
Proof. ( 1) j (2) Without loss of generality we can assume that F is a polynomial 
of minimal degree which satisfies condition (1). Hence the bet N = 
{x: (grad F)o+ = O} is a proper algebraic subset of k”. We have 
?g$=(). i=l,....n. 
I ’ 
Hence det [(~&l~~x,)(s)] = 0 for .Y E k”\N. therefore. det [~c#+/&K~] = 0. 
(2)+(3) It follows from Sards‘ lemma for algebraic varieties (see [7. p. 42, 
3.7]). 
(3)+ (4) Let us put X = $(k”). Then 
dim S 2 dim k” - dim X 2 1 
(see [7. p. 45, 3.131). 
(4)+ (3) It follows from Theorem 3.1 in [7, p. 461. 
(3)+ (1) It is trivial. Cl 
Definition 3. Let H,, . . . , H,, be irreducible hypersurfaces given by the affine 
equations 4, = 0. where the c#+‘s are irreducible polynomials and i = 1. . . . , II. We 
say that H,...., H,, are in getled position if 
. c3mark. It is easy to see that if H,, . . . , If,, are in general position, then H, Z H, 
for i # j. 
Definition 4. Let X be an affine subset of k”. We will call X the identiiy set of 
polyrzotnial arttomorphisms of k” iff the following implication holds: 
If f,g : k”- k” are polynomial automorphisms of k” which coincide on X. then 
f=g. 
Theorem 5. Let k be nn algehraicnlly closed JMd ard let tl 2 2. Assunte that 
H 1.“” H,, nre hypersurfaces in generd positiorl. Theta the set X = U I_, Ii, is tile 
idetltity set for poiynomid urrtomorphisms of k”. 
Proof. Let f,g : k” + k” be polynomial automorphisms which coincide on X. Let 
H , , . . . , H,, be given by the affine equations C#J: = 0, where the 4,‘s are irreducible 
polynomials and i = I,. . . , I?. Since the mapping k[x,. . . . ,x,, J 3 It-+ It of _’ E 
k[x,. . . . , s,,] is an isomorphism, the polynomials c$, 0.f _ ’ are irreducible 
for i=i..... II. Similarly the polynomials 4, “g ’ are irreducible. Hence and 
since 
there exist c, E k\(O) such that &of-’ = c,(#,og-‘) for i = I.. . . . II. because the 
I&:* is (4; of ’ ) and (&o g ’ ) must be equal (and equal to the ideal of hyoer- 
surfaces f(H,))-it follows from Hiibert’s Nuiisteiiensatz. see. e.g.. [I. p. 71. If 
i#j. thcnf(H,)#g(Hj). so ~#~;og~‘(j‘(H,))f{O). But 
(b;“s-‘I,,;;,, = &“.f-‘l,q = mw’i,~!1,,)’ 
hence ci=l for ail i=i ,..., 11. Let us put $=(4+ . . . . . &,,). then 4of‘ ‘= 
Cpog- ‘. Let A denote det[a4,/as,]. By assumption A is not equal to 0. Since 
deg A < c:‘= I dcg +i the polynomial 4, - . . . - b,, cannot divide A and consequently 
.:iere exists a point x E U’,‘= I Hi such that A(s) #O. Without restriction of 
generality we can assume that x = 0 and f(0) = g(0) = 0. Let T bc an afhne 
automorphism such that T(4(0)) = 0 and let 6 = To 4. Since .fac,,(d) f 0 
there exists x E (k[[_y,. . . . . s,,]])” such that x(O) = 0 and x 0 C/J = identity (see. 
e.g.. [l]). Because 4of’-’ = &og ’ we have xo(~of’-‘)=,u-(~og~‘). hence 
(xo&)of-‘(xo&)og-’ andf-‘=g-‘. sof=g. 0 
Corollary 6. Let II 12 atld let n-‘, . . . . n,, he II h_vperplaties itl general positiotl in k” 
and let S = Uy. , rr,. Theta the sets S = Uy_ I sr, is the idetztity set of poiwottrial 
autotnorphistns of k”. Moreover, rhe twr;ber tl is the best possible. 0 
Corollary 7. Let char k = (I. Let tt 2 2 arid f.g be pol_wottiial rc,ttotttorl~llisttls of 
k”. Asswtle that H, , . . . , H,, are Ilypersarf~lces har%tg atI isolated cottmott poitlt. 
Theta the set X = \I:. , H, is the idevtity SYI of polwottlial aurottlorphisttrs of k”. 
Proof. It follows from the above theorem and Proposition 2. q 
Corollary 8. Let char k = 0 and iet H,, H, be two different irreducible cm-es in k’ 
strch that H, rl H, # 0. Let f,g he polvttott~ial atctotttorp1tisttl.s of k’ am1 f-g coincide 
on the set H, U iL. Theta f = g. G 
This gcncralizcs Corollary I3 in [h]. 
Our result is sharp in the sense of the following: 
Example. IAct H, = {s E k”: x, = 0} for j = I. . . , . tt - 1 and H,, = [.v E k”: .Y, .= 
x2}. Then dim f-I;_, H, = I. Let 
f(X)=(X, ,... rX,,_l.Y i(A*-11)‘tixj)9 g(x) = x . 
j=l 
It is easy to see that f and g are automorphiszls which coincide on the set 
u;_, II,, but ffg. 
2. lrreducihie identity set 
In our previous paper [3] we have proved the following the, 1 -zrn: 
Theorem [3. Theorem 1.21. Let X be a closed, smooth ufJine subset of k” (not 
necessarily irreducible) of dimension (plot necessarily pure) p. Let 4 : X+ k” be a 
regular embedding. If n 2 40 + 2, then there exists a polynomial automorphism 
Cp : k”+ k” such that res, 4p = 4. q 
Remark. In fact, it is enough to take above II 2 2p + 2. 
From this theorem we get at once the following corollary: 
Carc:!lasp. A closed, smooth affine subset of k” (not necessarily irreducible) of 
dimension (not necessarily pure) p, with n z4p + 2 never can be an identity set ,for 
polynomid automorphis:ns of k”. 
Prtiof. Let a.b $?‘X be a points in k” and a # b. Let 4 denote an embedding 
X U {a} + k” such tnat Qs(.u) =A for every x E X and 4(a) = b. By the above 
theorem (b has an extension CD. Then CP = identity on X but @ #identity since 
@(a)#a. q 
However, LZ generic hypersurface of degree d 2 n 12 in k” is an identity set for 
polynomial ar4tomorphisms of k”, at lc.Tst in the case k = C, see [5]. Now we will 
give an example of an irreducible smoot? hypersurface c, in k” of degree n which 
is an identity set for polynomial auto,.....,... ----h+ns of k” but for which Theorem 1.2 
(in [3]) does not hold (this improves an exampi appearing in [3]). 
Example (see [4]). Let c, = {x E k”: x, - . . . - x,, = l}, where m 2 2. We will show 
that c, is an identity set for polynomial automorphisms of k”. Indeed, it is enough 
to show that if F is a polynomial automorphism such that F(x) = x for x E IY,, then 
F=identity. Let F=(f ,,..., f,). where fi,i=l,..., n is a polynomial. Let g 
denote a polynomial x, * . . . . x,, - 1. By our assumption we have (g( fi , . . , f,)) = 
(g) (as ideals in k[x,, . . . ,x,,], see the proof of Theorem 5), so there exists an 
element cEk\{O} such that cmg=g(f ,,..., A,). But degg(f ,,..., f,)= 
zdegf;, degg=n. Hence degf;=l for i=l,.....n; so Fis an affine linear 
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automorphism. Morr_over, we can find ra + 1 points on f,, in general position and 
F(x) = J: for every one of these points, so F = icyentity. 
Now we will show that there exist infinitely many regular embeddmgs 
4, : c,-+ k”, each of them without an extension to an automorphism of k”. Let 
+,, : c, 3 (.I-~, . e . 1 I,,>--, (ii, x2. . . . , A-,,) E c:,., . where c,,, = {s E k”: A-, . .I-: - - . xl, 
= 1). Since Ii, and c,,, are snyooth and 4, is a regular bijection. then from 
Zariski’s Main Theorem (see, e.g., [7]) it follows that #, is an algebraic isomorph- 
ism, hence 9, : c, ---, k” is a regular embedding (see [3]). Let us assume that C& has 
an extension to an automorphism F. Then F(c,) = c,,, In a similar way as in the 
proof of Theorem 5 we have (g,( f,, . . . , ,f,,)) (g). as ideals in k[s,. . . . . A-,,], 
where g, = x, * xi * . . xi, - 1 is the afhne ir ducible equation of the set I-,,,, 
(observe that g,,( f, . . . . , f,,) is an irreducible equation of the set F-‘(cl.,,) = c,). 
Hence there exists an element c E k\(O) such that c - g = g,( f,. . . . . f,). But 
deg g,(f,.--. t,)=degI;+s-(idLgf,)>degg=!t. 
IV: 
This contr:.diction shows that 4, has no extension to an automorphism of k”. 
Let us recall that the question analogous to the abov, is open even for such 
simple hypersurfdces as a hyperplane (fer !t > 2) in the case char k = O-we 
simply do not know whether a hyperplane (in k”. where char k = Cl and n > 2) has 
the prcperty of extension of regular rmbeddings in k” or not (for references, see 
PI). 
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